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We investigate twisted C-periodic boundary conditions in SUðNÞ gauge field theory with an adjoint
Higgs field. We show that with a suitable twist for even N one can impose a nonzero magnetic charge
relative to residual U(1) gauge groups in the broken phase, thereby creating a ’t Hooft-Polyakov magnetic
monopole. This makes it possible to use lattice Monte Carlo simulations to study the properties of these
monopoles in the quantum theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
’t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles [1,2] play an important
role in high energy physics, partly because their existence
as physical particles is a general prediction of grand unified
theories, and partly because they provide a way to study
nonperturbative properties of quantum field theories
through electric-magnetic dualities [3]. Most of the exist-
ing studies of monopoles in nonsupersymmetric theories
have been restricted to the level of classical solutions, and
little is known about quantum mechanical effects.
Calculation of even leading-order quantum corrections to
solitons is hard, and can usually only be done in simple
one-dimensional models [4].
Lattice Monte Carlo simulations provide an alternative,
fully nonperturbative approach [5]. However, because of
their nonperturbative nature, they always describe the true
ground state of the system and therefore do not allow one
to specify a background about which the theory is
quantized.
There are two general approaches to calculating proper-
ties of monopoles and other solitons in Monte Carlo simu-
lations. One can either define suitable creation and
annihilation operators and measure their correlators [6–
8], or one can impose boundary conditions (b.c.’s) that
restrict the path integral to a nontrivial topological sector
[9]. The former approach is closer in spirit to usual
Monte Carlo simulations and in principle it gives access
to a wide range of observables including, e.g., the vacuum
expectation value of the monopole field. However, because
monopoles are surrounded by a spherical infinite-range
magnetic Coulomb field, it is difficult to find a suitable
operator and separate the true ground state from excited
states.
Instead, while nontrivial boundary conditions provide
access to a more limited set of observables, they ensure that
the monopole is always in its ground state. Early attempts
to simulate monopoles were based on fixed boundary con-
ditions [10], but this introduced large finite-size effects. To
avoid them, one needs to use boundary conditions that are
periodic up to the symmetries of the theory. Such boundary
conditions were introduced for the SU(2) theory in
Ref. [11], and they were used to calculate the mass of the
monopoles in Refs. [12,13].
In this paper, we generalize this result to SUðNÞ gauge
group with N > 2. This is important for several reasons.
Many analytical results are only valid in the large-N limit,
and for grand unified theory monopoles one needs SU(5) or
larger groups. The SU(2) group is also somewhat special,
and a richer theoretical structure with new questions arises
when one goes beyond it. For instance, there can be several
different monopole species and unbroken non-Abelian
gauge groups.
We find that as in the SU(2) theory, monopoles can be
created by boundary conditions that consist of complex
conjugation and a topological nontrivial gauge transforma-
tion, but only for even N. The boundary conditions treat all
monopole species in the same way, so we cannot single out
one for creation. Instead of actually fixing the magnetic
charge, we can only choose between odd and even charges.
However, even with these limitations, the boundary con-
ditions make it possible to measure the monopole mass.
The paper is organized as follows: In Secs. II and III, we
review the definitions of the magnetic field and magnetic
charge in the SUðNÞ þ adjoint Higgs theory in the contin-
uum and on the lattice, respectively. In Sec. IV, we show
how the monopole mass is expressed in terms of partition
functions for different topological sectors. In Sec. V, we
introduce twisted C-periodic boundary conditions and
show that they can be used to calculate the monopole mass.
II. MAGNETIC CHARGES IN THE CONTINUUM
The most general renormalizable Lagrangian for the
SUðNÞ gauge field theory A with an adjoint Higgs field
 is
L ¼ TrGG þ Tr½D;½D; m2 Tr2
 Tr3  1ðTr2Þ2  2 Tr4; (1)
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where we have used the covariant derivative and field
strength tensor defined by
D ¼ @ þ igA; G ¼  ig ½D;D; (2)
respectively. Both  and A are Hermitian and traceless
N  N matrices, which can be expanded in terms of the
group generators TA,1
ðxÞ ¼ AðxÞTA; AðxÞ ¼ AAðxÞTA; (3)
with real coefficients A and AA. The fields can therefore
also be thought of as N2  1 component vectors.
Let us first consider the case N ¼ 2. In this case the





Because of the properties of the Pauli matrices, Tr ¼
Tr3 ¼ 0 and ðTr2Þ2 ¼ 2Tr4, and therefore we can
choose  ¼ 2 ¼ 0 without any loss of generality.











The SU(2) symmetry is spontaneously broken to U(1). To
represent the direction of symmetry breaking, we define
^ðxÞ ¼ ðxÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2TrðxÞ2p ; (6)
which is well defined whenever  0. Following ’t Hooft
[1], we use this to define the field strength
F ¼ 2Tr^G  4ig Tr^½D; ^½D; ^
¼ @ð^AAAÞ  @ð^AAAÞ þ ABCg ^
Að@^BÞ@^C:
(7)
Fixing the unitary gauge, in which  / 3, makes this
definition more transparent. The gauge fixing is achieved
by the gauge transform RðxÞ, such that the transformed
field ~ is diagonal






In terms of the transformed gauge field
~A ¼ RyAR ig R
y@R; (9)
the field strength tensor has the usual Abelian form
F ¼ @ ~A3  @ ~A3: (10)
Alternatively, we can express this in terms of the diagonal
elements of the transformed gauge field
Fa ¼ @ ~Aaa  @ ~Aaa : (11)
This defines a two-component vector of field strength
tensors, but tracelessness of A implies F
2
 ¼ F1.
The conventional field strength F is given by F ¼
F1  F2.
The conserved magnetic current corresponding to the
residual U(1) group is defined as
ja ¼ @?Fa; (12)
where ?Fa is the dual tensor,
?Fa ¼ 12Fa: (13)
Like the field strength, the magnetic currents satisfy j2 ¼
j1, so there is only one monopole species.
Substituting Eq. (7), one finds
j1 ¼ 14g ABCð@
^AÞð@^BÞð@^CÞ ¼ j2: (14)
This clearly vanishes when   0, but is generally non-
zero when vanishes. The magnetic charge inside volume




d3xj0 ¼  2	g ð1;1Þ: (15)
This can be generalized to SUðNÞ [14]. The matrices
fTAg in Eq. (3) are now the generators of SUðNÞ in the




As in Eq. (8), consider a gauge transformation RðxÞ that
diagonalizes ðxÞ and places the eigenvalues in descend-
ing order,
~ðxÞ ¼ RyðxÞðxÞRðxÞ ¼ diagð1; . . . ; NÞ; (17)
where 1  2  . . .  N .
In classical field theory one usually finds that there are
only two distinct eigenvalues, and consequently only one
residual U(1) group. In that case one can use Eq. (7) to
define the corresponding field strength. However, as we
will discuss in Sec. III, in lattice Monte Carlo simulations
all the eigenvalues are distinct. In that case, ~ðxÞ is invari-
ant under gauge transformations generated by the N  1
diagonal generators of SUðNÞ. Thus, we are left with a
residual Uð1ÞN1 gauge invariance corresponding the
Cartan subgroup of SUðNÞ. It is then convenient to follow
’t Hooft [14] and define the residual U(1) field strengths by
Eq. (11), with a 2 f1; . . . ; Ng. The corresponding magnetic
currents ja are then given by Eq. (12). They satisfy the
1We use lower case Latin letters for a ¼ 1; . . . ; N and upper
case Latin letters for A ¼ 1; . . . ; ðN2  1Þ. Greek letters repre-
sent Lorentz indices.








ja ¼ 0; (18)
so that there are only N  1 independent U(1) fields and
magnetic charges.
In three dimensions any two eigenvalues coincide, b ¼
bþ1, in a discrete set of points, which behave like mag-
netic charges with respect to the components Fb and F
bþ1

of the field strength tensor (11) [14]. That is, it behaves like
a magnetic monopole with charge Q ¼ q^b, where the







or in vector notation
q^ b ¼ 2	g ð0; . . . ; 0
zﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄ{b1
; 1;1; 0; . . . ; 0
zﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄ{Nb1
Þ: (20)
In the core of the monopole, the SU(2) subgroup involving
the bth and (bþ 1)th components of the fundamental
representation is restored.
III. MAGNETIC CHARGE ON THE LATTICE
On the lattice, the Higgs field is defined on sites x, while
the gauge degrees of freedom are encoded in SUðNÞ valued





TrUðxÞUðxþ ^ÞUyðxþ ^ÞUy ðxÞ
þ 2X

½TrðxÞ2  TrðxÞUðxÞðxþ ^ÞUyðxÞ
þm2 Tr2 þ Tr3 þ 1ðTr2Þ2 þ 2 Tr4:
(21)
Again, we diagonalize  by a gauge transformation
RðxÞ,
~ðxÞ ¼ RyðxÞðxÞRðxÞ: (22)
Link variables are transformed to
~UðxÞ ¼ RyðxÞUðxÞRðxþ ^Þ: (23)
The diagonalized field ~ is still invariant under diagonal
gauge transformations
DðxÞ ¼ diagðei1ðxÞ; . . . ; eiNðxÞÞ; XN
a¼1
a ¼ 0 mod 2	;
(24)
which form the residual Uð1ÞN1 symmetry group and
contain the elements of the center ZN of SUðNÞ.
To identify the corresponding U(1) field strength ten-
sors, we need to decompose ~U [15],
~UðxÞ ¼ CðxÞuðxÞ; (25)
where uðxÞ represents the residual U(1) gauge fields and
transforms as
uðxÞ ! DyðxÞuðxÞDðxþ ^Þ; (26)
and CðxÞ represents fields charged under the U(1) groups.
This decomposition is not unique [15]. A simple choice is
to define Abelian link variables as the diagonal elements of
~U in direct analogy with Eq. (11),
uðxÞ ¼ diag ~UðxÞ: (27)
In practice, it is often more convenient to work with link
angles and define an N-component vector
aðxÞ ¼ arguaa : (28)
As angles, these are only defined modulo 2	, and we
choose them to be in the range 	< a  	. As in the
continuum, the angles a satisfyX
a
aðxÞ ¼ 0 mod 2	: (29)
Therefore, it has only N  1 independent components,
corresponding to the N  1 residual U(1) gauge groups.
Next, we construct plaquette angles as
aðxÞ ¼ aðxÞ þ aðxþ ^Þ  aðxþ ^Þ  aðxÞ;
(30)
which are the lattice analogs of the Abelian field strength.




Because the links a are only defined modulo 2	, the
same applies to the plaquette, and again, we choose	<
a  	.






where f is the forward derivative in direction  on the
lattice and
?a ¼ 12a: (33)
These are integer multiples of 2	, because each contribu-
tion of aðxÞ is cancelled by a aðxÞ modulo 2	.
In particular, the Abelian magnetic charge inside a
single lattice cell is given by
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ijkðaijðxþ k^Þ  aijðxÞÞ: (34)
Each component of this vector is an integer multiple of
(2	=g), and they all add up to zero. The elementary
charges, corresponding to individual monopoles, are the
same as in the continuum (20). Other values of the charge
vector q correspond to composite states made of elemen-
tary monopoles.
The diagonalization procedure in Eq. (17) is ill defined
whenever the Higgs field has degenerate eigenvalues, but
on lattice the set of field configurations in which that
happens has zero measure in the path integral. Physically
this means that the core of the monopole never lies exactly
at a lattice site. Therefore, these configurations do not
contribute to any physical observable and do not have to
be considered separately.
IV. MONOPOLE MASS
The Abelian magnetic charge Q of any lattice field
configuration is well defined by adding up the contribu-




Because it is discrete, one can define separate partition
functions ZQ for each magnetic charge sector. The full




The ground state energy of a given charge sector may be
defined by




where Z0 is the partition function of the charge zero sector
and T is the length of the lattice in the time direction. The
mass Mj of a single monopole q^j is given by the ground
state energy of the corresponding charge sector
Mj ¼ Eq^j : (37)
In order to calculate the energies EQ, we need to impose
boundary conditions that enforce nontrivial Abelian mag-
netic charge. It is important that these boundary conditions
preserve the translational invariance of the system, because
otherwise our calculations are tainted by boundary effects.
Because they are generally proportional to the surface area
they would completely swamp the contribution from a
pointlike monopole, which we want to measure.
Gauss’s law rules out periodic boundary conditions since
they fix the charge to zero. However, translational invari-
ance only requires periodicity up to the symmetry of the
Lagrangian (21). Since the magnetic current is conserved,
we need only consider spatial boundary conditions.
For SU(2), it was found in [11] that the following
boundary conditions force an odd value for the magnetic
charge
ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ jðxÞj ¼ ð2jÞyðxÞð2jÞ;
Uðxþ L|^Þ ¼ jUðxÞj ¼ ð2jÞyUðxÞð2jÞ:
These are an example of twisted C-periodic boundary
conditions, as introduced by Kronfeld and Wiese [16].
Note that while twisted C periodic and twisted periodic
boundary conditions are equivalent for the gauge links, the
Higgs field requires an additional antiperiodicity when we
convert from one form to the other. Physically, this means
that charge conjugation is carried only by the Higgs field in
SU(2). We will come back to this important point when we
discuss the boundary conditions in terms of the flux sectors
of pure SU(2) gauge theory.
In contrast, it turns out that untwisted C-periodic bound-
ary conditions
ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ 2ðxÞ2 ¼ ðxÞ
Uðxþ L|^Þ ¼ 2UðxÞ2 ¼ UðxÞ
(38)
are compatible with any even value of magnetic charge
[11] but are locally gauge equivalent to the twisted ones
(38). Assuming that monopoles do not form bound states,
the weight of the multimonopole configurations in the path
integral is exponentially suppressed
ZQ ¼ eMTZ0; (39)
where M is the monopole mass and T is the temporal size
of the lattice. In the infinite-volume limit T ! 1, only the
configurations with the minimum number of monopoles
contribute to the path integral. So the partition function
Zodd for twisted C-periodic boundary conditions will be
dominated by configurations with a single monopole, while
the partition function Zeven will be dominated by configu-
rations with no monopoles. Therefore, the monopole mass
is given by





This was used to calculate the nonperturbative mass of the
’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole in [12,13], with good agree-
ment with classical expectations.
V. TWISTED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Let us now generalize the boundary conditions (38) to
SUðNÞ with N > 2. To avoid boundary effects, the bound-
ary conditions must preserve translation invariance, and
they will therefore have to be periodic up to the symmetries
of the theory. In the case of Eq. (21), the available symme-
tries are complex conjugation of the fields and gauge
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invariance. When  ¼ 0, reflection of the Higgs field!
 is also a symmetry, but in general it is not, and there-
fore we do not consider it. The appropriate extension of
(38) is then a combination of complex conjugation and
gauge transformations.
A. Fully C-periodic boundary conditions
It is natural to impose complex conjugation in all three
spatial directions, in which case we have
ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ yj ðxÞðxÞjðxÞ;
Uðxþ L|^Þ ¼ yj ðxÞUðxÞjðxþ ^Þ;
(41)
where the SUðNÞ gauge transformation matrixjðxÞ can in
general be position dependent. We refer to these as (fully)
C-periodic boundary conditions [16].2
To avoid contradiction at the edges, it should not matter
in which order the boundary conditions are applied.
Therefore, the gauge transformations must satisfy [16]
yj ðxþ Lk^ÞTk ðxÞðxÞkðxÞjðxþ Lk^Þ
¼ ðxþ L|^þ Lk^Þ
¼ yk ðxþ L|^ÞTj ðxÞðxÞj ðxÞkðxþ L|^Þ; (42)
and
yj ðxþ Lk^ÞTk ðxÞUðxÞkðxþ ^Þjðxþ Lk^þ ^Þ
¼ Uðxþ L|^þ Lk^Þ
¼ yk ðxþ L|^ÞTj ðxÞUðxÞj ðxþ ^Þkðxþ L|^þ ^Þ:
(43)
Since our fields are blind to center elements, Eq. (42)
implies the cocycle condition
i ðxÞjðxþ L{^Þ ¼ zijj ðxÞiðxþ L|^Þ; zij ¼ eiij ;
(44)
where the Nth roots of unity zij ¼ zji are formed by the
antisymmetric ‘‘twist tensor’’ ij ¼ ji with the usual
parametrization in terms of three ZN-valued numbers mi,
ij ¼ 2	N ijkmk; mi 2 ZN: (45)
Furthermore, Eq. (43) implies that the zij have to be
independent of position.
All choices of iðxÞ, jðxÞ with the same twist zij are
gauge equivalent [16,17], and we therefore assume that we
can choose the matrices j to be independent of position
analogous to the standard ‘‘twist eaters’’ in the case of
’t Hooft’s twisted boundary conditions without charge
conjugation [18]. Explicit realizations for the allowed
C-periodic twists [16] by constant ’s for even N are
straightforward and will be given in Sec. VC below.
The fact that nontrivial twists with C-periodic boundary
conditions are only possible for even N can be seen ex-
plicitly by considering the effect of the cocycle condition
(44) on the product i

jk [16]. On one hand, we have
i

jk ¼ zjkikj ¼ zjkzkikij
¼ zjkzkizijkji; (46)
but applying the condition in the opposite order we find
i

jk ¼ zjijik ¼ zjizikjki
¼ zjizikzkjkji: (47)





ki ¼ 1: (48)
With pairwise distinct indices i, j, and k, the parametriza-
tion of the z’s in terms of the three ZN-valued mi 2
f0; 1; . . .N  1g in (45) then implies that their sum, (m1 þ
m2 þm3), must be an integer multiple ofN=2. Because the
sum in ZN is defined by the equivalence relationmoduloN,
i.e. such that ðm1 þm2 þm3Þ 2 f0; 1; . . .N  1g again,
there are only two possibilities, namely
ðm1 þm2 þm3Þ 2 f0; N=2g: (49)
As the left-hand side is in ZN , however, the nontrivial
possibility herein requires that N=2 must also be in ZN,
i.e. N must be even [16].
Note that for N > 2 not all combinations of C-periodic
twists that are allowed by Eq. (49) are physically distin-
guishable. The complete classification of inequivalent
C-periodic twists was given in Ref. [16]. We repeat the
main arguments briefly here for completeness: First, one
observes that transition functions that differ themselves
only by a constant center element  are equivalent, i.e.
i is equivalent to ii. This allows to redefine the twists
as
z0ij ¼ zij2i 2j : (50)




ki ¼ zijzjkzki ¼ 1; (51)
but we can use this freedom to restrict the inequivalent
choices for two of the three twists zij. To be specific, let
1 ¼ 1, so that
z012 ¼ z1222 ; and z013 ¼ z1323 : (52)
If N is odd, every Nth root of unity has a square root in the
set of Nth roots of unity and we can therefore choose 2
and 3 such that z
0
12 ¼ z013 ¼ 1, or m2 ¼ m3 ¼ 0, without
2In fact, in the terminology of Ref. [16], these correspond to
C-periodic boundary conditions with C ¼ 1, and C ¼ 1 would
correspond to boundary conditions without complex
conjugation.
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loss of generality. Then, from (49), which reads m1 þ
m2 þm3 ¼ 0 for odd N, we also have m1 ¼ 0 and there
is thus no nontrivial C-periodic twist in this case.
If N is even, either zij or zij expð2	i=NÞ have a square
root in the set of Nth roots of unity. The same freedom
from (52) then allows to restrict m2 and m3 to m2 2 f0; 1g
and m3 2 f0; 1g (which is no restriction for N ¼ 2). These
four possibilities can always be completed with (49), by
choosing m1 such that the sum is either 0 or N=2. This
means that for even N there are altogether 8 ¼ 23 distinct
possibilities (in three dimensions) of having C-periodic
twist,3 4 with m1 þm2 þm3 ¼ 0 and 4 with m1 þm2 þ
m3 ¼ N=2.
Let us now consider the effect of the boundary condi-
tions (41) on the residual U(1) fields. Because the eigen-
values of the Higgs field  do not change under the twists
in (41), i.e. ðxÞ and ðxþ L|^Þ have the same set of
eigenvalues, which are all real, we can choose the diago-
nalized field ~ defined in Eq. (22) to be periodic,
~ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ ~ðxÞ: (53)
Then, on one hand,
ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ yjðxÞj ¼ yj ðRðxÞ ~ðxÞRyðxÞÞj
¼ yj RðxÞ ~ðxþ L|^ÞRTðxÞj; (54)
while on the other,
ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ Rðxþ L|^Þ ~ðxþ L|^ÞRyðxþ L|^Þ: (55)
To ensure the compatibility of the two, we impose spatial
boundary conditions for RðxÞ as follows:
Rðxþ L|^Þ ¼ yj RðxÞ: (56)
When we apply multiple translations by L, however, we
observe ZN jumps in the definition of gauge transforms
RðxÞ in SUðNÞ. A double translation by L first along the k
direction and then along j for example is defined by
Rjkðxþ L|^þ Lk^Þ  yjTkRðxÞ; (57)
while for a translation first along j followed by one in the k
direction leads to
Rkjðxþ L|^þ Lk^Þ  ykTj RðxÞ: (58)
From (44) it then immediately follows that
Rjkðxþ L|^þ Lk^Þ ¼ zkjRkjðxþ L|^þ Lk^Þ: (59)
From their effect in (22), or generally in SUðNÞ=ZN , these
two would be equivalent. In SUðNÞ they are not, however.
There, transformations where the R0s applied at a corner
site to links in different directions attached to that corner
differ, by center elements as in (59), can be used to change
the twist sector. If we allowed such multivalued, and hence
singular gauge transformations, we could then arrange
matters such that the transformed link variables ~U would
all be C periodic,
~Uðxþ L|^Þ ¼ Ryðxþ L|^ÞUðxþ L|^ÞRðxþ ^þ L|^Þ
¼ RTðxÞUðxÞRðxþ ^Þ ¼ ~UðxÞ: (60)
The twist would then be completely removed by the sin-
gular gauge transformation, however. Conversely, when
comparing a fundamental Wilson loop that winds around
a plane with nontrivial twist to the corresponding loop
formed by the ~U’s, one would observe that the original
loop obtained its center flux entirely from the ZN jump of
the multivalued gauge transformation, while the ~U loop,
with purely C-periodic b.c.’s (60), would be trivial.
In order to preserve the ZN center flux in SUðNÞ, we
must apply single-valued and hence proper SUðNÞ gauge
transformations, without such a jump. Those will of course
not change the Wilson loop at all, when transforming the
U’s to the gauge-fixed links ~U. Then however, we have to
decide how we define the gauge transformation at those
corner sites where ZN ambiguities as in (59) arise.
Consequently, the boundary conditions (60) for the
gauge-fixed ~U’s attached to such a corner will have to be
amended.
This is best exemplified in two dimensions (with two
integer coordinates x and y both ranging from 0 to L 1):
At the site with coordinates ðL; LÞ we define the gauge
transformation R as, say
RðL; LÞ  yyTxRð0; 0Þ ¼ yyRðL; 0Þ: (61)
If we consider the x link attached to this corner site, we
obtain the boundary condition
~U xðL 1; LÞ ¼ RyðL 1; LÞUxðL 1; LÞRðL; LÞ
¼ RTðL 1; 0ÞUxðL 1; 0ÞRðL; 0Þ
¼ ~UxðL 1; 0Þ; (62)
as in (60) and as for every other link that is not connected to
this corner. For the corresponding y link at this corner on
the other hand,
~UyðL;L 1Þ ¼ RyðL;L 1ÞUyðL;L 1ÞRðL;LÞ
¼ RTð0;L 1ÞUyð0; L 1ÞxyyTxRð0;0Þ
¼ z21RTð0; L 1ÞUyð0;L 1ÞRð0; LÞ
¼ z21 ~Uyð0; L 1Þ; (63)
because yyTx ¼ z21yxTy and Rð0; LÞ ¼ TyRð0; 0Þ.
This shows that all but one of the gauge-fixed links in the
plane are C periodic (60) and that the center flux comes
about by the boundary condition of the one link remaining.
3In the pure SU(2) gauge theory these are equivalent to the 23
choices for ’t Hooft’s original twisted b.c.’s. For N ¼ 4; 6; . . . ,
however, there are still only 8 C-periodic twists while the
number of standard twists increases as N3 in three dimensions.
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In the following we will only consider proper trans-
formations R, single-valued in SUðNÞ, so that the center
flux is preserved in the gauge-fixed links, ~U. In higher
dimensions we therefore introduce the convention that
for gauge transformations R involving multiple transla-
tions by L these translations are always applied in lexico-
graphic order. In three dimensions, this leads to the
following definitions for the far edges of our L3 box with
one corner in the origin at (0, 0, 0),
RðL; L; zÞ  yyTxRð0; 0; zÞ;
RðL; y; LÞ  yzTxRð0; y; 0Þ;
Rðx; L; LÞ  yzTyRðx; 0; 0Þ;
(64)
where x, y, and z run from 0 to L 1; and for the corner
diagonally opposite to the origin, we use
RðL; L; LÞ  yzTyyxRð0; 0; 0Þ: (65)
In particular, we then have









represents the total center flux as measured by a maximal-
size Wilson loop WðCÞ along the corners of the three-
dimensional cube that cuts its surface into two equal halves
as in Fig. 1. To see this, let the loop C in Fig. 1 be
composed of two line segments 1 and 2 as shown in
Fig. 2, for example, and consider gauge transforming the
two Wilson lines Wð1Þ and Wð2Þ. To make them equal,
so that WðCÞ ¼ Wð2ÞWyð1Þ ¼ 1, we would need to
apply a gauge transform
Rð1ÞðL; L; LÞ ¼ yzTyyx Rð0; 0; 0Þ
at the end of line Wð1Þ, but
Rð2ÞðL; L; LÞ ¼ yxTyyz Rð0; 0; 0Þ
at the end of Wð2Þ. This would be a multivalued gauge
transform with a jump at the far corner at ðL; L; LÞ, how-
ever. If we apply the same RðL; L; LÞ  Rð1ÞðL; L; LÞ at the
end of both lines, Wð1Þ and Wð2Þ, the loop WðCÞ re-
mains unchanged, and we have
WðCÞ ¼ Wð2ÞWyð1Þ ¼ z12z23z31: (68)
In terms of the gauge-fixed links ~U, we then still have
C-periodic boundary conditions (60) for most of the links,
but we need to take into account the following exceptions:
~U yðL; L 1; zÞ ¼ z21 ~Uyð0; L 1; zÞ;
~UzðL; y; L 1Þ ¼ z31 ~Uzð0; y; L 1Þ;
~Uzðx; L; L 1Þ ¼ z32 ~Uzðx; 0; L 1Þ;
(69)
where the third variable runs from 0 to L 1 again; and,
from the corner at ðL; L; LÞ,
~U yðL; L 1; LÞ ¼ z12 ~Uyð0; L 1; 0Þ;
~UzðL; L; L 1Þ ¼ z32z13 ~Uzð0; 0; L 1Þ:
(70)
The set of special links whose boundary conditions are
modified by center elements is sketched in Fig. 3.
Along the loop of Fig. 1 this means that almost every
link in the first half of the loop has a partner in the opposite
direction in the second half, to which it is related by two
FIG. 1. Integration curve used to calculate the flux through
half of the box.
FIG. 2. Two line segments 1 and 2 that can be used to
compose the loop in Fig. 1.
FIG. 3. Illustration of links with special boundary conditions in
three dimensions. When center flux is moved to the upper right
plaquettes of all two-dimensional planes, it piles up near the
corner at ðL; L; LÞ as highlighted by the circle.
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successive C-periodic translations (60), and hence peri-
odic. There are only two exceptions from the set of twisted
links that the loop picks up. These are
~U yðL; L 1; 0Þ ¼ z21 ~Uyð0; L 1; 0Þ
¼ z21 ~Uyð0; L 1; LÞ; (71)
and the last link of the first half of the loop which ends at
the corner at ðL; L; LÞ, as given in (70),
~U zðL;L; L 1Þ ¼ z32z13 ~Uzð0; 0; L 1Þ: (72)
The combined center elements are again responsible for
the same total center flux through the loop, now in terms of
the gauge-fixed links, ~U.
B. Magnetic flux
If the decomposition (25) commutes with complex con-
jugation, which (27) does, the boundary conditions (41)
imply antiperiodicity of the aðxÞ in (28). Therefore, the
Abelian projected fields inherit antiperiodic boundary con-
ditions
aðxþ L|^Þ ¼ aðxÞ; (73)
except for the special cases, in three dimensions corre-
sponding to the links in Eqs. (69), where
ayðL;L 1; zÞ ¼ ayð0; L 1; zÞ  2	N m3;
az ðL; y; L 1Þ ¼ az ð0; y; L 1Þ þ 2	N m2;
az ðx; L; L 1Þ ¼ az ðx; 0; L 1Þ  2	N m1;
(74)
and in Eqs. (70), where
ayðL; L 1; LÞ ¼ ayð0; L 1; 0Þ þ 2	N m3;
az ðL;L; L 1Þ ¼ az ð0; 0; L 1Þ  2	N ðm1 þm2Þ:
(75)
It can be verified that the fluxes in three dimensions,
aijð ~xÞ ¼ ai ð ~xÞ þ aj ð ~xþ {^Þ  ai ð ~xþ |^Þ  aj ð ~xÞ (76)
are all essentially antiperiodic, because the twist angles
ð2	=NÞmi cancel when we compare fluxes on opposite
sides of the lattice. There is a single exception here also,
however, for which we obtain,
23ðL; L 1; L 1Þ ¼ 23ð0; L 1; L 1Þ
 2	
N
2ðm1 þm2 þm3Þ: (77)
Because of the constraint on the possible twists in Eq. (49),
and because flux is only defined modulo 2	, the additional
contribution has no effect, and this is equivalent to anti-
periodic boundary conditions also. We therefore have fully
antiperiodic Abelian field strengths. This means that when
we cross the boundary we enter a charge conjugated copy
of the same lattice from the opposite side.
To determine the magnetic charge we repeat the trick of
[11]. The curve shown in Fig. 1 divides the boundary into
two halves. We denote the magnetic flux through them by
þ and  choosing the positive direction to be pointing
outwards. The two halves are related by the boundary
conditions, and, in particular, the antiperiodicity (76) of
the field strength implies that they are equal  ¼ þ.
The magnetic charge inside the lattice is given by the total
flux, which is the sum of the two contributions, which
means
Q ¼ þ þ ¼ 2þ: (78)
























When we apply the boundary conditions, all terms cancel




ðayðL; L 1; 0Þ þ az ðL; L; L 1Þ





ðm1 þm2 þm3Þ; (80)
where we have used the first equation in (74) with z ¼ 0
and ayð0; L 1; 0Þ ¼ ayð0; L 1; LÞ, and the second
equation in (75).
Because the link angles a are defined modulo 2	, the




ðm1 þm2 þm3Þ mod 4	g : (81)
C. Allowed magnetic charges
It is obvious from Eq. (81) that the possible charges one
can create using the boundary conditions is quite restricted.
As in the continuum (20), the components are quantized in
units of 2	=g. Substituting the constraint on the twists for
even N in Eq. (49) into Eq. (81) gives the charge quantiza-
tion condition





up to integer multiples of (4	=g). Because all components
of the charge vector Qa are furthermore the same, modulo
(4	=g), we then automatically satisfy the constraint
X
a
Qa ¼ NQa ¼ 0 mod 4	g : (83)
In summary, this means that we can use twisted C-periodic
boundary conditions in SUðNÞ, when N is even, to restrict
the ensemble to either of two distinct classes of monopole
configurations. If the allowed twists satisfy m1 þm2 þ
m3 ¼ 0 (modulo N), then their total charges are all integer
multiples of (4	=g),
Qa ¼ 0 mod 4	
g
for all a: (84)
If the twists are such that m1 þm2 þm3 ¼ N=2 on the
other hand, every component of the total charge vector is a






for all a: (85)
Those two sectors differ by at least one unit of Abelian
magnetic charge (2	=g) [modulo (4	=g)] in each of the
N  1 U(1)’s. This may be due to a single monopole in a
diagonally embedded U(1) or due to several monopoles in
different U(1)’s depending on the symmetry breaking pat-
tern. If the symmetry breaking is maximal, these could be
N  1 individual monopoles, one in every U(1) factor of
the maximal Abelian subgroup of SUðNÞ. Because N must
be even, the total number of monopoles in the twisted
sector will be odd in either case. The ratio of partition
functions of the two sectors in the infinite-volume limit
determines the free energy of such monopole configura-
tions or, at zero temperature, their total mass as discussed
in Sec. IV.
For even N, we can therefore force an odd number of
monopoles in each residual U(1) by imposing boundary
conditions that correspond to Eq. (85). A convenient
choice is
1 ¼ diagði3; . . . ; i3Þ 2 ¼ diagðI; . . . ; IÞ
3 ¼ diagði1; . . . ; i1Þ:
(86)
These are simply the SU(2) matrices from Eq. (38) re-
peated in block diagonal form. They satisfy
ij ¼ ji; i  j; (87)
corresponding to a 	 twist angle in each plane, i.e. m1 ¼
m2 ¼ m3 ¼ N=2. We could equally well use a single
twisted plane by replacing 1 or 3 by the unit matrix 1.
An even number of monopoles, corresponding to Eq. (84),
is of course obtained by simply choosing
1 ¼ 2 ¼ 3 ¼ 1: (88)
We have therefore found that the twisted boundary con-
ditions (41) allow us to impose a nonzero magnetic charge,
but with several restrictions. It is, in fact, fairly natural that
we cannot specify the exact charge but only whether it is
odd or even with boundary conditions that preserve trans-
lational invariance [19].
The other restriction, that all charges must have the same
value, arises because our boundary conditions are linear
operations on the fields. The transformation matrices j
are therefore independent of the direction of symmetry
breaking , which defines the different residual U(1)
groups. Therefore, the boundary conditions cannot treat
any U(1) group differently from the others. It may be
possible to avoid this restriction by considering nonlinear
transformations. In principle, one could specify the bound-
ary conditions in the unitary gauge in which the different
U(1) groups can be treated separately. However, it is not
clear if it is possible even then to impose translation
invariant boundary conditions that give different values
to different magnetic charges.
In summary, the boundary conditions (41) allow us to
define the partition functions Zodd and Zeven in Eq. (40)
using the gauge transformations (86) and (88), respec-
tively. Using Eq. (40), we can therefore calculate the
energy difference between these two sectors.
If there is only one residual U(1) group, which is usually
the case, only the monopole species that corresponds to it is
massive, and therefore Eq. (40) gives that monopole’s
mass, just as in SU(2). If there are several residual U(1)
groups, there is a magnetic charge corresponding to each
U(1) group, and therefore Zodd generally represents a mul-
timonopole state. Depending on which configuration has
the lowest energy, the monopoles may either be separate
free particles, in which case Eq. (40) gives the sum of their
masses, or as a bound state in which case it gives the energy
of the bound state.
D. Mixed boundary conditions
In the previous subsection, we imposed complex con-
jugation in all three directions. This has the advantage of
preserving the invariance of the theory under 90-degree
rotations. However, for a nonzero magnetic charge, it is
enough to have complex conjugation in one direction, so
that the flux can escape through at least one face, and we
can ask whether that would lead to fewer restrictions for
the allowed magnetic charges. In Appendix Awe show that
this is not the case, and that even for such ‘‘mixed’’
boundary conditions, the allowed magnetic charges are
constrained exactly as in Sec. VC.
With a single C-periodic direction, for example, we find
in Apprndix A 1 that the outward fluxes, k, parallel to
this direction and through the perpendicular faces at oppo-
site sides of the volume are equal, and quantized in terms of
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the magnetic center flux mk in that direction,




In contrast, the Abelian fluxes in the two orthogonal direc-
tions are no-longer quantized, but they are both conserved,
?þ þ? ¼ 0: (90)
So there is one extra source of strength 2mk=N in units of
magnetic charge (2	=g) whose entire flux goes along the
C-periodic direction,






again modulo (4	=g) and the same for all a ¼ 1; . . .N 
1. But as we show in the Appendix, we again have
2mk
N
2 f0; 1g; (92)
which again restricts the construction to even N, because
2mk=N is also an element of the center, ZN .
It is instructive to compare this to the case of standard
twisted boundary conditions, without any C-periodic di-
rection, where the analogously defined Abelian projected
fluxes are all quantized and conserved, i.e. where





mi; for all i ¼ 1; 2; 3: (93)
The introduction of one C-periodic direction thus led to
non-quantized contributions of Abelian projected flux in
the orthogonal directions in addition to the center flux (93)
of the corresponding sectors with standard twists a´ la
’t Hooft, cf. Eqs. (A12) and (A13). These nonquantized
contributions are due to the Abelian projection and may not
have any physical significance at all. So unlike standard
center flux, the flux in the orthogonal directions is no-
longer quantized, but like standard center flux it is still
conserved.
In contrast, the flux along the C-periodic direction is still
quantized in units of center elements, see Eqs. (A10) and
(A11), but it is no-longer conserved. The introduction of
the C-periodic direction has led to a reversal of the center
flux when passing through the volume along this direction,
by introducing a source of a strength of twice that magnetic
flux into the volume, cf. Eq. (91).
But this only works for center fluxes with m ¼ m,
which can be nontrivial only when 1 is among the roots
of unity and N is even. Then however, these particular
fluxes areZ2 valued and do not have a direction. In the pure
gauge theory we cannot even distinguish positive from
negative flux in this case, which is why we can reverse it
without harm in the first place. So for the pure gauge theory
we have gained nothing new here. Moreover, ’t Hooft’s
magnetic fluxes as employed here play no role in the
deconfinement transition of the pure gauge theory, the
free energy of the corresponding center vortices always
vanishes in the thermodynamic limit [20].4
But together with our adjoint Higgs fields, which have
antiperiodic Abelian components in such a C-periodic
direction, we can distinguish the relative orientations of
center vortex and Higgs field as described in Sec. VI B
below. And together with the adjoint Higgs field, the differ-
ent magnetic sectors have now become relevant—not for
confinement in the pure gauge theory, but for the masses of
’t Hooft-Polyakov monopoles and the Higgs mechanism.
VI. RELATION TO VORTICES
A. The continuum and zeroes of the Higgs field
for SU(2)
It would be nice to see how the boundary conditions (41)
relate to magnetic charge in the continuum theory. This is
straightforward when the gauge group is SU(2). In this
case, Abelian monopoles are located at zeroes of the Higgs
field. So to have an odd number of monopoles we must
have an odd number of zeroes of . To proceed, it is
helpful to write the boundary conditions in the form
ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ jðxÞj: (94)
It is then clear that the components of the Higgs field in the
adjoint representation  ¼ AA=2 inherit the conditions
1ðxþ Lx^Þ ¼ 1ðxÞ; 2ðxþ Ly^Þ ¼ 2ðxÞ;
3ðxþ Lz^Þ ¼ 3ðxÞ; (95)
with all other components periodic. This respects a
‘‘hedgehog’’ configuration, as it should.
Note, for example, that 1 must have an odd number of
zeroes on every line through the box in the x direction. By
continuity, these combine to form surfaces pinned to the
boundary of the orthogonal plane. Similarly, there must be
an odd number of surfaces through the y and z directions
where 2 and 3 are, respectively, zero. Because of their
relative orthogonality, these surfaces intersect in an odd
number of points where all three components are zero. To
help picture this, consider the surfaces where 1 and 2
are zero. These intersect to form an odd number of lines in
the z direction on which1 and2 are both zero. Since3
is antiperiodic in the z direction, there must be an odd
number of points on these lines (and in total) where A
vanishes.
All of the (partial or mixed) C-periodic boundary con-
ditions that force an odd magnetic charge have this prop-
erty. Conversely, those with trivial magnetic chargemodulo
4	 are found to permit only an even number points where
the Higgs field is zero.
4Note that combinations of magnetic with electric twists can
be used, however, to force fractional topological charge and to
measure the topological susceptibility without cooling [21].
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B. Vortex picture—Laplacian center gauge
As we have seen, the allowed Abelian magnetic charges
are tightly connected to and restricted by the center flux
sectors of the pure gauge theory. Here, the relevant objects
are center vortices, which are strings of center flux in three
dimensions, and surfaces in four dimensions.
It is commonly believed that color confinement is the
result of certain topological objects that dominate the QCD
vacuum on large distance scales, and center vortices are a
leading candidate [22]. In the vortex picture of confine-
ment, Wilson loops acquire a ‘‘disordering’’ phase factor
from every vortex that they link with [22]. The area law for
timelike Wilson loops in pure SUðNÞ gauge theory comes
from the percolation of spacelike vortex sheets in the
confined phase. Their free energies have been measured
over the deconfinement phase transition in the pure SU(2)
gauge theory with methods entirely analogous to the ones
described here, from ratios of partition functions with
twisted boundary conditions in temporal planes forcing
odd numbers of Z2 center vortices through those planes
over the periodic ensemble with even numbers [23,24]. A
Kramers-Wannier duality is then observed by comparing
the behavior of these center vortices with that of ’t Hooft’s
electric fluxes, which yield the free energies of static
charges in a well-defined (UV-regular) way [25], with
boundary conditions to mimic the presence of ‘‘mirror’’
(anti)charges in neighboring volumes. This duality follows
that between the Wilson loops of the three-dimensional
Z2-gauge theory and the three-dimensional Ising spins,
reflecting the universality of the center symmetry breaking
transition.
This is in contrast to the monopole scenario, where
confinement is attributed to the dual Meissner effect from
a monopole condensate. It turns out that these descriptions
may be complementary, at least in certain gauges. In the
last few years it has become clear that monopole world
lines are embedded on the surface of center vortices [26–
32]. Percolation of one implies percolation of the other.
From this perspective, we can regard center vortices as
Abelian vortices, sourced by the monopoles. For SU(2)
gauge theory, the monopoles are like beads on a necklace.
For general SUðNÞ, several center vortices may meet at a
point and we instead have monopole-vortex nets. Similar
objects have been found in various supersymmetric gauge
theories containing Higgs fields [33].
With this in mind, it is interesting to reinterpret our
results from the point of view of vortices. This is particu-
larly instructive for SU(2), where there is no distinction
between twisted C-periodic and twisted periodic boundary
conditions for the gauge degrees of freedom [16]. The
gauge content of our configurations can therefore be in-
terpreted in terms of twisted periodic boundary conditions,
where the vortex structure is well understood. Twist in a
plane corresponds to an odd number of center vortices
piercing that plane [17].
In this case, charge conjugation is carried entirely by the
Higgs field. We will see how a C-periodic/antiperiodic
Higgs field modifies the vortex structure of pure SU(2)
gauge theory and leads to Abelian magnetic charge. We
will then generalize to SUðNÞ.
First, we need a way of locating center vortices, which
are generally thick objects. This proceeds via gauge fixing
and center projection. A common choice in the pure gauge
theory is Maximal Center Gauge followed by a projection
of the link variables onto the ‘‘nearest’’ center element
[22]. The resultant excitations are thin ZN vortices known
as P vortices. These are expected to signal the location of
center vortices in the unprojected configurations. However,
since we have a Higgs field at our disposal it makes more
sense to use a modified version of Laplacian center gauge
[28,34–36]. After diagonalizing  we are left with a
residual Uð1ÞN1 gauge symmetry. The idea of Laplacian
center gauge is to use the lowest-lying eigenvector of the
adjoint Laplacian operator as a faux Higgs field. We can
reduce the gauge symmetry to ZN by fixing N  1 phases
of this auxiliary field. Thin vortices then arise a´ la Nielsen-
Olesen.
We will follow the construction of de Forcrand and Pepe










where A, B are the color indices, x, y the lattice coordi-
nates, and UAB the link variables in the adjoint representa-
tion,
UAB ðxÞ ¼ 2TrðTAUðxÞTBUyðxÞÞ: (97)
Since is a real symmetric matrix, its eigenvalues are real.
If we take 1 to be the smallest eigenvalue, the correspond-
ing eigenvector allows us to associate a real three-
dimensional vector Að1ÞðxÞ with each lattice site. The ei-
genvalues of  are invariant under gauge transformations
RðxÞ, and Að1Þ transforms like an adjoint scalar field [28],
with ð1ÞðxÞ ¼ Að1ÞðxÞTA,
ð1ÞðxÞ ! ~ð1ÞðxÞ ¼ RyðxÞð1ÞðxÞRðxÞ: (98)
After diagonalizing the physical Higgs field, the trans-
formed field ~ð1ÞðxÞ will not in general be invariant under
remnantUð1ÞN1 transformations. The gauge freedommay
then be reduced to ZN by eliminating the phases of all
(N  1) subdiagonal elements. Gauge ambiguities arise
when any of the subdiagonal elements of ~ð1ÞðxÞ are
zero. This involves two conditions, so gauge ambiguities
form lines in three dimensions. Since they carry quantized
center flux, these defects are identified as ZN vortices [28].
For SU(2), note that we have a Z2 vortex whenever
Að1ÞðxÞ is parallel or antiparallel to the physical Higgs field
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in color space. The relative sign of Að1ÞðxÞ and the Higgs
gives its local orientation. In the neighborhood of a mono-
pole, the Higgs field has a hedgehog shape in color space.
So there is necessarily some direction along which Að1ÞðxÞ
and the Higgs field are collinear. What’s more, their rela-
tive orientation changes sign at the location of the Abelian
charge. It follows that every monopole lies on a thin Z2
vortex, which appears as two oppositely directed strings.
Monopoles and antimonopoles form an alternating bead-
like structure on the vortices. See [28] for more details and
the generalization to SUðNÞ.
How does this relate to our boundary conditions? Let us
start with SU(2). Recall that twistedC-periodic and twisted
periodic boundary conditions are equivalent for the gauge
links. Twist in a plane forces an odd number of Z2 vortices
through that plane. For each of these to contribute an odd
number of monopoles/antimonopoles, the orientation of Z2
flux should change an odd number of times. Therefore,
AAð1Þ ¼ 2Trð1Þ should be antiperiodic. The boundary
conditions
ðxþ L|^Þ ¼ yj ðxÞðxÞjðxÞ;






So if the Higgs field is antiperiodic=C-periodic, 2Trð1Þ
is also antiperiodic, and there will be an odd number of
monopoles on every vortex in that direction.
The net magnetic charge is then obtained from simple
counting arguments as illustrated in Fig. 4. Closed vortices
and vortices through periodic directions do not contribute,
since they contain an equal number of monopoles and
antimonopoles. And without twist we can only have an
even number of monopoles, since there will be an even
number of vortices. For the net charge to be odd, there must
be an odd number of directions that are both conjugated
and have twist in the orthogonal plane. We then have an
odd number of vortices that contain an odd number of
monopoles. This interpretation is in perfect agreement
with the results of Sec. VC and the Appendix.
For the generalization to SUðNÞ, it is helpful to start with
a single C-periodic direction. The main difference now is
that several ZN vortices are permitted to meet at a point.
We may have monopole-vortex nets as opposed to the
necklaces of SU(2). However, as shown in the Appendix
and discussed in Sec. VD, the center flux through the
C-periodic direction is eliminated for odd N and still
restricted to Z2 for even N. This is because the center
flux, when viewed as Abelian flux, must be equal and
opposite at the boundary.
The reversal of flux means that the allowed magnetic







whereQ is an N vector. The formation of monopole-vortex
nets is reflected in the various solutions for Q. The con-
stituent charges will generally be scattered around the box,
connected by vortices that conserve center flux at each
monopole.
If 2mk=N ¼ 1, then
Q ¼ 2	
g











That is, the net always contains an odd number of each
monopole species. Of course, this is only possible for even
N. If 2mk=N ¼ 0 we are left with the second term and
hence an even number of each monopole species. Note that
this decomposition also applies when all directions are
charge conjugated, since by Eqs. (49) and (68) we have
the same possibilities for center (and hence Abelian) flux
through each half of the box.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how twisted C-periodic boundary con-
ditions (41) consisting of complex conjugation and gauge
transformations can be used to impose a nonzero magnetic
charge in SUðNÞ þ adjoint Higgs theory while preserving
translation invariance. This generalizes the results obtained
for SU(2) in Ref. [11], and makes it possible to study
magnetic monopoles in lattice Monte Carlo simulations.
In particular, it will be straightforward to measure the
monopole mass in the same way as in Ref. [13].
This method has significant restrictions: It only works
for SUðNÞ with even N, the charges can only be con-
strained to be odd or even, and every residual U(1) group
has to have a magnetic charge. Even with these restrictions,
the method can be used to study quantum monopoles is
new types of systems, for instance in cases where there are
several different types of monopoles or an unbroken non-
FIG. 4. For SU(2), Abelian monopoles form a bead-like struc-
ture on center vortices. To have odd net charge we need an odd
number of vortices that contain an odd number of monopoles.
i.e. both twist and charge conjugation.
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Abelian subgroup. Using methods introduced in Ref. [37],
one should even be able to find the spectrum of different
monopole states, including excited states of monopoles.
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APPENDIX A: MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1. x direction C-periodic, y, z directions periodic
Suppose that we employ boundary conditions with a
single C-periodic direction, chosen to be the x direction.
These boundary conditions may be written as
ðxþ Lx^Þ ¼ yxðxÞx;
Uðxþ Lx^Þ ¼ yxUðxÞx;
ðxþ Ly^Þ ¼ yyðxÞy;
Uðxþ Ly^Þ ¼ yyUðxÞy;
ðxþ Lz^Þ ¼ yzðxÞz;
Uðxþ Lz^Þ ¼ yz UðxÞz:
Again assuming constant transition functions, consistency
of the boundary conditions now requires
xy ¼ z12yx; xz ¼ z13zx;
yz ¼ z23zy;
(A1)
where zij ¼ eiij , ij ¼ ð2	=NÞijkmk with mk 2 ZN , are
center elements as before. Note that charge conjugation
only ever happens on one side of the equation.
The gauge transformations to diagonalize the Higgs field
have the following genuine boundary conditions:
Rðxþ Lx^Þ ¼ yx RðxÞ; Rðxþ Ly^Þ¼ yy RðxÞ;
Rðxþ Lz^Þ ¼ yz RðxÞ; (A2)
and we define the following doubly translated R’s at the far
edges and corner by lexicographic order,
RðL;L; rÞ  yyyx Rð0; 0; rÞ;
RðL; r; LÞ  yzyx Rð0; r; 0Þ;
Rðr; L; LÞ  yzyy Rðr; 0; 0Þ;
(A3)
for r ¼ 0; . . .L 1, and
RðL; L; LÞ  yzyyyx Rð0; 0; 0Þ: (A4)
It is straightforward to derive the corresponding boundary
conditions for the Abelian projected fields (28),
ai ðxþ Lx^Þ ¼ ai ðxÞ; ai ðxþ Ly^Þ ¼ ai ðxÞ;
ai ðxþ Lz^Þ ¼ ai ðxÞ; (A5)
with the following exceptions,
ayðL; L 1; rÞ ¼ ayð0; L 1; rÞ  2	N m3;
az ðL; r; L 1Þ ¼ az ð0; r; L 1Þ þ 2	N m2;
az ðr; L; L 1Þ ¼ az ðr; 0; L 1Þ  2	N m1;
(A6)
r ¼ 0; . . .L 1, and
ayðL; L 1; LÞ ¼ ayð0; L 1; 0Þ  2	N m3
¼ ayð0; L 1; LÞ  2	N m3
¼ ayðL;L 1; 0Þ; (A7)
as well as
az ðL; L; L 1Þ ¼ az ð0; 0; L 1Þ  2	N ðm1 m2Þ
¼ az ð0; L; L 1Þ  2	N ð2m1 m2Þ
¼ az ðL; 0; L 1Þ  2	N m1: (A8)
As expected, it follows that the Abelian field strengths
aijðxÞ (30) are periodic in the y and z directions, but
antiperiodic in the x direction, again with one exception.
And that exception is




It is this single plaquette where our single-valued gauge
transformation RðxÞ has moved the net magnetic flux to. It
leads to opposite fluxes each of strength ð2	=gNÞm1
through the faces at x ¼ 0 and L as illustrated in Fig. 5.







ðyðL; r; 0Þ þ zðL; L; rÞ






Analogously, we obtain for the total flux in the negative x
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direction at x ¼ 0,





m1 ¼ ð1Þþ : (A11)
The analogous Abelian projected fluxes in the y and z
directions are not quantized, because they each involve




















yð0; r; 0Þ þ 2	N m3

;¼ ð3Þ : (A13)
Therefore, the Abelian projected fluxes in the y and z
directions are not quantized but they are conserved, i.e.
ð2Þþ þð2Þ ¼ ð3Þþ þð3Þ ¼ 0: (A14)
There is one extra source of strength 2m1=N in units of
magnetic charge (2	=g) whose entire flux goes along the x
direction through the 23 plaquettes in the opposite y ¼
z ¼ L 1 corners at x ¼ 0 and L,






again modulo (4	=g) and the same for all a ¼ 1; . . .N 
1.
It would be interesting if the twist angle in the plane
perpendicular to theC-periodic direction were permitted to
be a phase other than 0 or 	. Unfortunately this is not the
case. The proof involves permutations of the twist matrices
as before. With C-periodic b.c.’s in the x direction, com-
parison of
xyz ¼ z23xzy ¼ z23z13zxy
¼ z23z13z12zyx (A16)
with
xyz ¼ z12yxz ¼ z12z13yzx
¼ z12z13z32zyx (A17)
yields




0 for odd N
0 or N=2 for even N:
(A19)
It follows that the allowed charges are exactly those found
for fully C-periodic boundary conditions.
Because such mixed boundary conditions have to our
knowledge not been discussed in the literature before, we
briefly add the classification of inequivalent ones for these
cases here also. As described in Sec. VA, i and ii are
equivalent for any center element i. Here, Eqs. (A1) entail
that this allows redefining
z012 ¼ z1222 ; and z013 ¼ z1323 ; (A20)
which can again be used to restrict both,m2 andm3 to f0; 1g
(for even N). Besides that, 1 cancels from Eqs. (A1) and,
moreover, there is no restriction on z23. Condition (A19),
the analog of (49) in Sec. VA, on the other hand, is now
independent of m2 and m3. We can thus choose m1 inde-
pendently to be either 0 or N=2 in this case. So we again
have 8 inequivalent choices of C-periodic twists for evenN
at our disposal, 4 with m1 ¼ 0 and magnetic charges Q ¼
0 mod 4	=g, and 4 with m1 ¼ N=2 and Q ¼
2	=g mod 4	=g.
2. y, z directions C-periodic, x direction periodic
We can also consider boundary conditions with two
C-periodic directions, chosen to be the y and z directions.
Then the consistency conditions are modified to
xy ¼ z12yx; xz ¼ z13zx;
yz ¼ z23zy
(A21)
with zij ¼ eiij 2 ZN , ij ¼ ð2	=NÞijkmk. The Abelian
projected fields inherit boundary conditions with antiper-
iodicity in both C-periodic directions,
iðxþ Lx^Þ ¼ iðxÞ; iðxþ Ly^Þ ¼ iðxÞ;
iðxþ Lz^Þ ¼ iðxÞ;
(A22)
except for the special cases, which in this case are,
ayðL; L 1; rÞ ¼ ayð0; L 1; rÞ  2	N m3;
az ðL; r; L 1Þ ¼ az ð0; r; L 1Þ þ 2	N m2;
az ðr; L; L 1Þ ¼ az ðr; 0; L 1Þ  2	N m1;
(A23)
FIG. 5. Quantized Abelian fluxes of equal strength in opposite
directions, ð1Þþ ¼ ð1Þ , with C-periodic x direction.
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for r ¼ 0; . . .L 1, and
ayðL;L 1; LÞ ¼ ayð0; L 1; 0Þ þ 2	N m3
¼ ayð0; L 1; LÞ þ 2	N m3
¼ ayðL; L 1; 0Þ; (A24)
as well as
az ðL; L; L 1Þ ¼ az ð0; 0; L 1Þ  2	N ðm1 þm2Þ
¼ az ð0; L; L 1Þ  2	N m2
¼ az ðL; 0; L 1Þ  2	N m1: (A25)
To find the total flux we integrate ai ðxÞ around the curve
shown on the right of Fig. 6, and double the result,




ðzð0; L; rÞ  yð0; r; LÞ þ xðr; 0; LÞ
 zðL; L; rÞ þ yðL; r; LÞ  xðr; L; 0ÞÞ:
The x links here are translated in two antiperiodic direc-
tions relative to one another and hence cancel. The y and z
links are related to one another by a single periodic trans-
lation along the x direction and therefore also cancel except
for contributions from the special links above, which yield
Q ¼  2
g
ðyðL; L 1; LÞ  yð0; L 1; LÞ






modulo (4	=g) and the same for all a ¼ 1; . . .N  1, as
before. And as before, we find that the center fluxes in the
C-periodic directions are restricted. Comparison of
xyz ¼ z32xzy ¼ z32z13zxy
¼ z32z13z21zyx (A28)
with









0 for odd N
0 or N=2 for even N:
(A31)
Once more, we are left with the same possibilities for the
Abelian magnetic charges. We conclude that the allowed
charges are identical whether we have one, two, or all three
directions charge conjugated.
The same is true for the number of inequivalent choices
of having this combination of C-periodic and periodic
twists: Eqs. (A21) entail that we can redefine
z012 ¼ 21 z12; z013 ¼ 21 z13; and z023 ¼ 2223 z23:
(A32)
The last condition means that we can restrict to m1 ¼ 0
(odd N), or m1 2 f0; 1g (even N). But this just leads to an
overall factor of 2 in the number of inequivalent twisted
b.c.’s for even N in this case, since (A31) and the magnetic
charges do not depend onm1. The first condition above can
however be used to restrictm3 tom3 ¼ 0 (odd N), orm3 2
f0; 1g (even N). Finally, we again choose the matching m2
to satisfy (A31). As before, this only leavesm2 ¼ 0 for odd
N. And for even N we hence have two possibilities for
ðm2; m3Þ which lead to zero magnetic charge (mod 4	=g),
namely, (0, 0) and (N  1, 1), and two which lead to half-
odd integer multiples of 4	=g for the magnetic charges Q,
(N=2, 0) and (N=2 1, 1). Together with the overall
multiplicity of 2 from m1 2 f0; 1g we thus again have 8
inequivalent choices of twisted b.c.’s, 4 for each of the
integer and half-odd integer magnetic charges in units of
4	=g.
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